In this paper, a hybrid intelligent system, combining rough set approach and fuzzy support vector machine (FSVM), is applied to the study of credit risk assessment in commercial banks. We can get reduced information table, which implies that the number of evaluation criteria such as financial ratios and qualitative variables is reduced with no information loss through rough set approach. And then, this reduced information table is used to develop classification rules and train FSVM. The rationale of our hybrid system is using rules developed by rough sets for an object that matches any of the rules and FSVM for an object that does not match any of them.
Introduction
Evaluation of the credit risk in the commercial banks has been for a long time, a major preoccupation of researchers and practitioners. Credit risk is a general term and, according to a wide spread definition, is the risk that the commercial bank can not withdraw the long-term credit loan completely or in time. All these situations may result in a discontinuing of the bank's operations and lead to the bankruptcy of the bank. The number of failing commercial banks is an important indicator for the health of the economy and it can be considered as an index of the development and robustness of the economy.
The development and use of models, able to predict loss in advance, can be very important for the commercial banks in two different ways. First, as "early warning systems", such models can be very useful for those (i.e. managers, authorities, etc) who have to prevent failure. Second, such models can be useful in aiding decision-makers of the bank in charge of evaluation and selection of customers. At the beginning, statistical methods such as univariate statistical methods, discriminant analysis, linear probability models and logit and probit analysis have been mainly used for credit risk assessment problem.
Later, the development and application of artificial intelligence led some researchers to employ inductive learning and neural networks in credit risk domain [1] , [2] .
In this paper, we proposed a hybrid model which is composed of rough set component and FSVM component. By rough set, some rules are extracted from the information system. Using rough set tool, we can discover knowledge in two kinds of rules: deterministic and non-deterministic. Sometimes, the rules generated by rough sets fail to predict newly entered object because of non-deterministic rules. To handle this situation, some researchers reported that reduced data is fed into BP neural network for complementing the limitation of rough sets, which finally produces full prediction of new case data. However, BP neural network has some limitations in that it is an art to find an appropriate model structure and optimal solution and it cannot acquire the ideal result with the small training data which is one of the commercial bank data's characters in China. On the other hand, SVM can captures the geometric characteristics of feature space without deriving weights of networks from the training data and it is capable of extracting the optimal solution with small training data [3] - [5] .
Rough sets and SVM

Basic concepts of rough sets
An information system is a 4-tuple
, where U is a finite set of objects, called the universe, A is a finite set of attributes,
is a domain of attribute a, and :
In the classification problems, an information system is also seen as a decision table assuming that A C D = ∪ and C D φ ∩ = , where C a set of condition is attributes and D is a set of decision attributes.
t Let ( , , , ) S U A V f = be an information system, every P A ⊆ generates an indiscernibility relation IND( ) P on U , which is defined as follows:
C is an equivalence class. For x U ∀ ∈ the equivalence class of x in relation / IND( ) U P is defined as follows:
x (denoted by * ( ) P x ) and the P-upper approximation of x (denoted by * ( ) P x ) are defined as follows:
Where * ( ) P x is the set of all objects from U which can be certainly classified as elements of x employing the set of attributes P . * ( ) P x is the set of objects of U which can be classified as elements of X using the set of attributes P . Let P , Q A ⊆ , the positive region of classification / IND( ) U Q with respect to the set of attributes P , or in short, Ppositive region of Q , is defined as
P Q Contains objects in U that can be classified to one class of the classification / IND( ) U Q by attributes P . The dependency of Q on P is defined as:
An attribute a is said to be dispensable in P with respect to Q , if
; otherwise a is an indispensable attribute in P with respect to Q . Let ( , , , ) S U A V f = , be a decision table, the set of attributes P ( P C ⊆ ) is a reduce of attributes C , which satisfies the following conditions:
A reduce of condition attributes C is a subset that can discern decision classes with the same accuracy as C , and none of the attributes in the reduced can be eliminated without decreasing its distrainable capability [14] .
SVM and FSVM
SVM is the theory based on statistical learning theory. It realizes the theory of VC dimension and principle of structural risk minimum. The whole theory can be simply described as follows: searching an optimal hyper plane satisfies the request of classification, then using a certain algorithm to make the margin of the separation beside the optimal hyper plane maximum while ensuring the accuracy of correct classification. According to the theory, we can classify the separable data into classes effectively. The following is the brief introduction of SVM in cases.
Suppose we are given a set of training data ⋅ + = ( w represents the weight vector and b the bias).To ensure all training data can be classified, we must make the margin of separation (2/ w ) maximum. Then, in the case of linear separation, the linear SVM for optimal separating hyper plane has the following optimization problem,
The solution to above optimization problem can be converted into its dual problem. We can search the nonnegative Lagrange multipliers by solving the following optimization problem,
The corresponding training data are the support vectors. Suppose 
Then, the optimal equation for classification is
The above discussion is restricted to the case that the training data is separable. To generalize the problem to the non-separable case, slack variable 0, 1, 2
is introduced under the constraints of (2) .The objective equation is Minimize:
Subject to ( ) 1
C is the nonnegative parameter chosen by users. Solving the problem is similar to the problem of the case of linear separation. But the constraints are changed to be
Due to over fitting, in SVM and least-squares SVM, the training process is very sensitive to those outliers in the training dataset which are far away from their own class. In order to decrease the effect of these outliers of noises, we assign each data point in the training dataset with a membership and sum the deviations weighted by their memberships. If one data point is detected as an outlier, it is assigned with a low membership, so its contribution to total error term decreases. Unlike the equal treatment in standard SVM or least-square SVM, this kind of SVM fuzzifies the penalty term in order to reduce the sensitivity of less important data points. The classification problem is modeled by the following programming:
Minimize:
where k m is the membership generalized by some outlier-detecting methods.
An important step in implementing fuzzy SVM is the determination of memberships. In this study, the relationship of the sample with other samples is reflected by affinity. In the determination of the fuzzy membership by membership function based on affinity, both the distance of the sample to the centre of its class and the relationship with other samples are taken into consideration [15] .
Experiments
Research data
The research data we employ is provided by a subsidiary of the Construction bank in China, and consists of 330 debtors from 2002 to 2004. The sample data sets consist of the equal number of every kind debtor: 110 of normality debtors, 110 of doubt debtors, 110 of loss debtors. The data set is arbitrarily split into two subsets: about 80% of the data is used for a training set and 20% for a checking set.
Index system
The index system of risk assessment is established with 8 financial ratios and 4 qualitative indexes. The selection of the financial ratios is based upon two main characteristics: their usefulness in previous studies and the experiences from past decisions, the knowledge and the preferences of financial experts. Financial ratios we used were gathered one year before the debtor was evaluated. In other words, when a debtor received credit assessment in a certain year, this debtor is classified as a certain grade one year before is used. The data of financial indexes can be got from the financial reporting and the data of non-financial indexes can be evaluated by experts in the bank [10] , [11] . As rough sets approach is concerned with discrete values, we have to transform quantitative attributes into qualitative terms according to some norms. Sales income/ total assets 4 x 6 Net loan dependence rate 3 x7
Net income to sales 4 x 8 Cash flow to total liability 3 x9
Trade risk 4 x 10 Credit record 4 x 11 Development prospect 4 x12
Level of management 4 Table 1 : Index System of Credit Risk Assessment And the norms mainly followed from the financial manager's experience and some standards of the corporate financial analysis. The index system and the number of category for every index are shown in Table 1 .
Membership determination of outliers
In the determination of the fuzzy membership by membership function based on affinity, both the distance of the sample to the centre of its class and the relationship with other samples are taken in consideration. In this study, the relationship of the sample with other samples is reflected by affinity. The membership function based on affinity is formulated by two parts ( ( ), ( , )) 
Where, ,
) denotes the a path from i x to the centre of its class x . 1 2 3 , , , , m c c c c L denote the points on the path, and 2 m ≥ , 1 ,
( , ) f ⋅ ⋅ denotes the a certain function relationship. In this study, we take product relation. Thus the formulation can described as follow
The assessment models configuration
In experiment, the polynomial kernel and the Gaussian radial basis function are used as the kernel function of SVM and FSVM. Since SVMs do not have a general guidance for determining the upper bound C and the kernel parameter 2 σ , this study varies the parameters to select optimal values for the best prediction performance. At last, we take the choice of 2 σ = 2.4, C = 57.7 and ε = 0.01, which can produced the best possible results according to the validation set [12] . The MATLAB SVM toolbox executed these processes. For verifying the applicability of SVMs, we also design discriminant analysis (DA), BP neural network (BPN) and standard SVM as the benchmark. The network structure was 5-9-1 for input layer, hidden layer and output layer respectively. We used sigmoid function for activation and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for learning. The statistical analysis and BPN were executed by Sas V9.0 and MATLAB NN toolbox. We constituted Hybrid ModelⅠwith rough sets and BP network, Hybrid Model Ⅱwith rough sets and SVM, and Hybrid Model Ⅲ with rough sets and FSVM [13] , [14] . Table 2 shows the results after rough set analysis was performed. As we can see, in 12 experiments we obtained one minimal reduct {x 3 ,x 5 ,x 8 ,x 10 ,x 12 }. This minimal reduct is the result of horizontal reduction. The column named GroupⅠ shows ratio of cases that have a matching rule and GroupⅡshows the cases which had no matching rule. Rough set analysis part of the experiment was performed by Rosetta developed by Norwegian Scientific and Technological University and Portland Warsaw University.
Experiment and results
After rough set analysis was finished and holdout sample was separated into two groups, we tested the performance of each methodology. First, five methods which consisted of rule method, DA model, BPN, SVM and FSVM were tested with GroupⅠholdout sample.
Next, four methods, except rule method, were tested with Group Ⅱ sample. Because cases in GroupⅡhave no matching rule, rules cannot classify them. Table Ⅲ shows GroupⅠ hit ratios of each method and Table Ⅳ shows GroupⅡ hit ratios. Table 3 : Hit Ratios of Methods in Group ⅠHoldout Subset. From the general view, the hybridized model of rough sets and FSVM dominates the other four classifiers, revealing the hybridized model is an effective tool for credit risk evaluation.
Conclusions
The experiment results show the effectiveness of rough set approach as a rule generator in data digging. And the hybridized model of rough sets and FSVM approach with membership based on affinity outperforms DA, BPN and standard SVM to the problem of systematic risk reorganization.
Our study has following limitations that need further research. We neglected the difference among industries and difference in sizes of debtors. Further, in generating rules, we strictly applied rough set theory, so there are a possibility that rule could not be generated because of just a few extraordinary objects. With more work in dealing with doubtful region we may discover more valuable knowledge.
